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We present a theoretical description of the in�uence of incoherent acoustic phonons on the magnetic anisotropy
of magnetic semiconductors. Our theory is based on the six-band Kane model of the electron energy spectrum
describing the valence band with k · p Hamiltonian including the hole�phonon interaction term. We include the
e�ect of incoherent phonons through the hole self-energy in the six-band model, and assume a strong laser-pulse-
induced �ux of non-equilibrium acoustic phonons. The results of numerical calculations of magnetic anisotropy
performed for (GaMn)(AsP) magnetic alloy semiconductors demonstrate the essential role of incoherent phonons.
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1. Introduction

One of the main problems in spintronics is related to
the possibility of e�ective control of the magnetization
via some non-magnetic parameters [1]. In the literature,
several examples can be found of di�erent methods to
manipulate the magnetization in ferromagnetic semicon-
ductors without using magnetic �elds [2�4]. In particu-
lar, for (Ga,Mn)As semiconductors the strong coupling
between magnetic and elastic properties [3, 5] allows for
the strain to be a good tool to vary the magnetization di-
rection. It is also especially important to achieve such a
control on very fast time. In magnetic GaMnAs semicon-
ductors a strong coupling between magnetic and elastic
properties is evident [3].

It was reported recently in several experimental papers
about an e�ect of the static strain in GaMnAs semicon-
ductor [6] on the magnetic anisotropy, and a similar dy-
namic e�ect when the strain is produced by short laser
pulses [7]. Also, it was demonstrated [8] a possibility to
use non-equilibrium acoustic phonons generated by pi-
cosecond laser pulses for the irreversible switch of magne-
tization between di�erent easy axis orientations. The ef-
fect was observed in a 100 nm thick �lm of (GaMn)(AsP)
magnetic alloy semiconductor on a 350 µm GaAs(001)
substrate in the temperature of liquid helium. The di-
rection of magnetic easy axis in the �lm is determined by
strain as well as shape anisotropy. In particular, a thin
�lm of GaMnAs on a GaAs substrate exhibits a compres-
sive strain. The concentration of phosphorus atoms was
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chosen to give a small tensile strain, the e�ect of which is
to o�set the shape anisotropy, reducing the energy bar-
rier between in-plane and out-of-plain easy axis con�gu-
rations. In the experiment of Ref. [8] the short acoustic
phonon pulses were generated by thermalising an intense
femtosecond laser pulse in a thin metal �lm evaporated
on the back of the substrate. The consequent rapid ther-
mal expansion of the �lm launches a picosecond dura-
tion strain pulse into the substrate, followed by nanosec-
ond duration longitudinal acoustic (LA) and transverse
acoustic (TA) nonequilibrium phonon pulses, emitted as
the �lm cools. At liquid helium temperature, all these
pulses travel ballistically through the substrate until they
reach the layer of interest, where they are detected.
A magnetic �eld B was applied perpendicular to the

sample plane. The sample was lithographically patterned
in a low resistance Corbino disk geometry. The direction
of the magnetization M was inferred from measuring the
Corbino resistance R when a DC bias voltage was applied
to it.
In order to investigate the e�ects of single laser pulses

the magnetizationM was saturated along the positive di-
rection of B and then B was ramped to −0.5 kOe. At this
value of B, the Corbino resistance R was recorded while
�ring four single pulses, a few seconds apart from each
other, followed by continuous pulses at a rate of 5 kHz.
As the result of this measurement the several switching
steps was observed. The �rst pulse was the one inducing
the biggest switching step (∆R/R = 0.006), while the
e�ect of the following ones rapidly decreased with their
number.

2. Model

In our calculations we use the six-band Kane model [9]
with e�ective Hamiltonian containing a standard k · p
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Luttinger�Kohn part [10] for the valence band with in-
ternal spin�orbit interaction, the Bir�Pikus part [11] de-
scribing the in�uence of a strain on the band struc-
ture, and a magnetic part for the contribution of p-d
exchange interaction of holes with the homogeneous mag-
netization [12]. We also include the interaction of holes
with nonequilibrium phonon �ux generated at the sur-
face by the strong laser perturbation pulse. Then the
total Hamiltonian has the following form

Ĥ =
∑
k

ψ+
k

(
Ĥ0 + Ĥm + Ĥε

)
ψk

+
∑
ksq

ψ+
k+qV̂sqψk

(
bsq + b+s,−q

)
, (1)

where Ĥ0, Ĥε and Ĥm refer to unstrained GaAs, strain

and magnetic parts, respectively, whereas V̂sq is the ma-
trix of phonon�hole interaction in the basis of the Hamil-

tonian Ĥ0. The index s labels the phonon branch.
The strain tensor uij consists of a static part u

0
ij related

to the substrate deformation and the phonon-induced
part δuij ,

uij = u0
ij + δuij . (2)

In our approach u0
ij is included in Ĥε, and δuij is pre-

sented as the phonon �eld with corresponding annihila-
tion and creation operators of phonons bsq and b†sq, re-
spectively.
The e�ect of non-equilibrium phonons with distribu-

tion δN(ωsq) on the energy spectrum of valence-band
electrons can be described by the real part of electron

self energy Σ̂k(ε) due to the electron�phonon interaction.
Using the standard Green function method [13] we �nd

δΣ̂k (ε) = (3)

2
∑
nsq

δN(ωsq) (ε− En,k−q)

(ε− En,k−q)
2 − (~ωsq)

2 V̂
+
sqÂnk−qV̂sq,

where Ânk is the spectral function of the electron Green
function.
The e�ective Hamiltonian, which includes the self en-

ergy part

Ĥeff = Ĥ0 + Ĥm + Ĥ0
ε + δΣ̂k (4)

determines the dispersion of holes Enk in all energy bands
labeled by index n.
The total density of holes residing in the valence bands,

p, is depending on the values of strain, magnetization,
and on the magnetization orientation. Here we assume
that the hole density is a constant determined solely by
the doping with acceptors. Then we use the chemical
potential µ depending on the strain and magnetization
parameters.
The relation between the hole density and chemical

potential µ is

p(µ) =
∑
nk

θ[Enk − µ], (5)

where θ(x) is the Heaviside step function.

The total energy of the electron system is the energy
of all states which are not �lled with the holes

E(µ) =
∑
nk

Enk (1− θ [Enk − µ]) . (6)

This energy is depending on the direction of magnetic
moment n. Correspondingly, the energy of magnetic
anisotropy is the di�erence between the energies of elec-
tron system for di�erent magnetization orientations

δEan(p) = En‖z (p)− En⊥z (p) , (7)

which is presented here as a function of the hole density p,
and z denotes a direction perpendicular to the magnetic
layer.

3. Numerical results

We performed numerical calculations of magnetic
anisotropy (7) depending on the hole concentration for
di�erent values of the incoherent phonon �ux and dif-
ferent phonon frequencies. The in�uence of phonons
was studied separately for longitudinal (LA) and trans-
verse (TA) phonon polarizations. Due to di�erent prop-
agation velocities, these two phonon modes can be easily
distinguished in experiment.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of magnetic anisotropy on hole
density for di�erent values of 240 GHz LA incoherent
phonon �ux.

As shown in Fig. 1, the LA phonons do not a�ect sig-
ni�cantly the magnetic anisotropy. This is in agreement
with experimental observations of Ref. [8]. In the case of
TA phonons, as shows Fig. 2, for a wide range of hole
densities the value of magnetic anisotropy is strongly
depending on the phonon �ux. It means that the TA
incoherent phonons can e�ectively switch the directions
of magnetization easy axes from out-of-plane to the in-
plane con�guration. This behaviour of the system was
con�rmed by the experiment [8].
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Fig. 2. Dependence of magnetic anisotropy on hole
density for di�erent values of 240 GHz TA incoherent
phonon �ux.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we demonstrate that within the six-level
Kane model, it is possible to clarify the experimental
results concerning using of acoustic phonon pulses to
change the magnetic anisotropy in GaMnAs magnetic
semiconductors. Our results are in good qualitative
agreement with experimental �ndings.
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